Time to
team up

Introducing Voice Calling
with Microsoft Teams

The way we work has changed. We’re now seeing a new ‘hybrid’
workplace, offering employees more flexibility.
A combination of remote, home and office work where results matter
more than hours, data insight drives decisions and technology plays
a crucial role in connecting people.
It’s time to take your business into the digital future, and in
partnership with Microsoft, we’ve built the perfect solution:

Voice Calling with
Microsoft Teams
A superior external calling package that
connects seamlessly with Microsoft’s
leading collaboration platform.
Giving you a comprehensive and costeffective way to manage all your calls
and communications easily – in one place.
So you can embrace hybrid working
and meet employee expectations, while
accelerating your digital transformation.

A seismic shift in work culture

75%
82%
94%

of millennials want the ability to
work flexibly without compromising
their promotion prospects.

of employees say workplace
technology would influence
their choice to accept a new job.

of businesses are planning for major
change to accommodate what their
employees want: the best of both worlds.

A partnership for the future
We hold eight gold global Microsoft competencies. Our new strategic
partnership will drive innovation and enhance collaboration – shaping
the future of enterprise voice calling. So you can meet the needs and
demands of your customers and grow with confidence.

Key trends

Flexibility

55%

of remote workers
would look for work
elsewhere if they
could no longer
work from home.

70%

of workers want
flexible remote
options to continue,
while more than
65% are craving
more in-person time
with their teams.

66%

of business
decision-makers
are considering
redesigning physical
spaces to better
accommodate
hybrid work
environments.

Productivity

65%

of workers feel
they are more
productive
at home than
their in-office
co-workers.

2.5%

The time spent
in Microsoft
Teams meetings
has more than
doubled globally.

50%

of people respond
to Teams chats
within five minutes
or less.

Wellbeing

41%

of employees
are considering
leaving their
current employer.

86%

of remote workers
believe that home
working reduces
stress and improves
general wellbeing
and health.

35%

of employees
believe remote
work provides
higher quality
employment
opportunities.

